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Overview
1.

The aim of this meeting is to:
(a)

present and discuss the findings of the user survey that the research project team
has conducted to develop a better understanding of the information needs of users
involved in analysing minerals and oil & gas companies; and

(b)

obtain feedback from the Board on the approaches available for reporting reserve
and resource information on the balance sheet (either at fair value, current value
or historical cost) and in note disclosures.

2.

This Board discussion will assist the research project team to develop a discussion paper
that targets and invites constituent comment on the key scope and directional issues that
the Board will consider when making an agenda decision to proceed with the
development of an IFRS for the financial reporting of minerals and oil & gas reserves
and resources.

Analyst participation
3.

Some analysts have been invited to participate in the Board meeting discussion on the
user survey findings.

Outline of papers within the agenda paper package
4.

Agenda Paper 15A presents the results of the user survey that was used to develop a
better understanding of the information needs of users involved in analysing minerals
and oil & gas companies.

5.

Agenda Paper 15B identifies possible building blocks for a current value measurement
model of minerals and oil & gas reserve and resource assets.

6.

Agenda Paper 15C identifies an approach to accounting for exploration, evaluation and
development activities that focuses on disclosure rather than recognition and
measurement as the key method of providing decision useful information to financial
statement users. The project team proposes that the discussion paper resulting from the
current research project include both a current value approach and a disclosure focused
approach.

7.

Agenda Paper 15D identifies possible disclosure principles that may assist with
identifying and developing disclosure requirements for minerals and oil & gas reserves
and resources.

8.

Please note that the guiding principles and building blocks of the current value,
historical cost and disclosure models that are proposed in these agenda papers have been
developed by the research project team after considering the themes that emerged from
the user survey responses. The aim is to illustrate, for the purposes of initial discussion
only, some of the potential features of these models. Users have not been directly
consulted on the proposed features of these models. After this meeting, the research
project team intends to begin consulting with users, preparers, auditors and securities
regulators to refine the design of the accounting and disclosure models.
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